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Expanded Mission for School of American Research 
Press Release: 
 
"In 2007, the School of American Research celebrates its 100-year 
anniversary with an expanded mission, special events, and a new name -- 
the School for Advanced Research on the Human Experience (SAR). 
Founded in 1907 by archaeologist Edgar Lee Hewett, SAR has become a 
unique center for advanced study in anthropology and the indigenous arts. As SAR enters 
its second century, it is embracing an expanded mission to promote a broader body of 
anthropologically informed scholarship in the humanities and social sciences and to reach a 
global constituency of scholars, policy-makers, and members of the public. New initiatives 
that reflect SAR's expanded goals include the launch of a Global Indigenous Politics series 
published by the renowned SAR Press, an enhanced Summer Scholar program that now 
includes modest stipends, the ability to now accommodate more international scholars in 
SAR programs, and a new Douglas W. Schwartz Advanced Seminar in Anthropological 
Archaeology. More information on all of SAR's program, as well as information on special 
Centennial events, can be found at http://www.sarweb.org/." 
The SAR welcomes proposals addressing African diaspora subjects. 
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